Style Sheet and Manuscript Formatting Guidelines for Authors

Authors are suggested to adhere to the following guidelines while preparing and submitting their manuscripts to the IJ-ELTS.

Cover Page:
Your manuscript should have a cover page with full title of the paper, corresponding and other author’s full names, academic affiliation, email address, phone number and postal address. As the IJ-ELTS exercises double blind peer-review, author’s name/any other identical details must not appear elsewhere in the article.

Title of the Paper:
[The title of the paper should be centered on the page, typed in bold 14-point Times New Roman font. Major words should be capitalized, as exemplified above in the title of these guidelines].

Manuscript: The manuscript should be typed in 12-point Times New Roman font. The IJ-ELTS expects the following structure for the manuscripts submitted for publication. Though this structure may not be applicable for all, authors should try to incorporate maximum aspects of it in their papers. Note that articles, with clearly defined and numbered sections, receive priority by the IJ-ELTS.

Abstract
1. Introduction
2. Literature Review
3. Methodology
4. Analysis and Discussion
5. Conclusion
Works Cited
Appendix

Abstract
All the submitted papers must have an abstract of between 150-250 words in length with at least 5 keywords. The heading “Abstract” should be centered left justified. The abstract is a section of the paper which gives a brief summary of the paper, allowing readers to quickly review the main points and purpose of the paper. It should also include statements about research topic, research questions, participants, methods selected and finding and results obtained.

Keywords: All the submitted manuscripts must have up to five keywords or phrases related to the paper. Keywords are the main words that give gist of your paper and help locate your article from international databases by classifying it in various subject categories and increase the chances of your paper getting more read and cited.
Introduction
All the submitted manuscripts must have a proper introduction. It is a section of the paper which presents the problem, that the paper addresses, and information about the way it is addressed. In Introduction, you should write, with clarity, the objective of the paper, with adequate background.
The body of the text should be left justified in 12-point Times New Roman font. Both the abstract and the body of the text should be formatted in single space.

Main Headings
Main headings should be in bold, left justified and in 12-point Times New Roman font.

Sub-headings
Sub-headings should be italicized and indented in bold 12-point Times New Roman font.

Tables and Figures:
Title of a particular table/figure should be immediately above the table or figure. Number all tables and/or figures sequentially as you refer to them in your paper (Table 1, Table 2, figure 1, Figure 2 etc.). The data in a table, that would require only two or fewer columns and rows, should be presented in the text. More complex data is better presented in tabular format. Figures are visual representations including graphs, charts and drawings. The IJ-ELTS requires both tables and figures to be represented as italicized bold headings followed by a title.

Conclusion
A concluding short section should be included in the paper where you should present the conclusions of the study. You may also include future directions/limitations of the study in this section.

In-Text Citations Style:
Citations are important aspect of any research work. While citing others’ works in your manuscript, authors are suggested to follow APA (American Psychological Association) style. A very short and simple guide to APA style is available from - https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/02/

Referencing Style:
All the sources cited in the paper must be listed under Works Cited section following APA style. The APA style for In-Text Citations, as well as for Referencing List, is exemplified below-

Works Cited
Referencing an article from Journal-

Referencing a book-
University Press.

Referencing edited book-

Referencing online source-

Appendices
Appendices should be mentioned in the following format. Note that the following appendices give you a brief idea about APA style for In-Text Citations and for Referencing.

Appendix 1. Recommended APA referencing formats for In-Text Citations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In-Text Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citations are required for all print and electronic sources. It is extremely important to acknowledge the ideas or the work of others with properly constructed and accurate citations. Below are two ways in which a researcher’s work may be cited properly by another author:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Example A (direct).** According to Richards (2010), there are both, ‘macro’ and ‘micro’ reasons why many postgraduate researchers fail to complete a research dissertation.

**Example B (indirect).** Postgraduate researchers often fail to complete a research dissertation for a combination of reasons. (Richards, 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quotations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Page numbers are required with all direct quotations. The citation should be placed immediately after the quote, even when it is not at the end of the sentence. For example, changes to APA style “are not only permissible but also desirable” (APA, 2001, p. 322) when they are not suitable for the needs of the paper. As shown in the above example, quotations can be cited with a signal phrase that includes the author’s last name followed by the date of publication, putting the page number in parentheses at the end of the quotation before the ending punctuation mark. In general, no quotation marks are required when paraphrasing ideas. Likewise, page numbers or other indication of specific parts of a source is not necessary unless a specific part of the text is being referenced.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block Quotations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>When a quotation is more than 40 words in the text, authors are instructed to use block quotation format. The entire quote is indented 10 spaces and the reference follows the punctuation. For example, as Pathan (2012) explains:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The stories from the Holy Quran and other Islamic stories,
about the life of the Holy Prophet [peace and blessing be upon him], and his companions as well as other religious and moral stories, can be highly effective for this purpose with the Libyan Arab EFL learners. The Libyan Arab EFL learners’ familiarity, with these stories, will not only make their learning of English easy but will rejuvenate their cultural and moral values as well. Thus, stories will not only help them in developing their foreign language skills but also their moral character. (p. 31)

Appendix 2. Recommended APA ‘List of References’ Formats

The formatting of a List of References

The IJ-ELTS requires APA format which prescribes a List of References/Works Cited at the end of an academic paper. The List of References/Works Cited section should be indented after the first line. Capitalize the main words in the title of journal articles or books. Italicize titles of longer works such as books and journals. All resources cited in the text of a research paper must appear in List of References/Works Cited section, and vice versa. If a resource is not cited in the text, it should not appear in this section, as it would in a bibliography.

References should be listed alphabetically by the last name of the author and entered in hanging style; that is, the first line of the entry should be left justified, with the following lines intended five spaces. If there are two or more entries by the same author, references should be listed by year of publication, starting with the earliest. For each author, the last name should be listed, followed by a comma and the first (and middle) initials, followed by periods. Multiple authors in one reference must be separated with commas and the ampersand (‘&’) rather than the word "and" before the final author. After the author(s) comes the year (in parentheses).

For a journal reference, authors must italicize the title of the journal and the volume number, noting that issue numbers are typically not included. Also the main words of journal articles, book titles and journal names will all be capitalized. Book title and journal names will also be italicized. Book references also require the city, state (as a two-letter abbreviation without periods), and the publisher's name. For a more inclusive list of guidelines on the formatting required for reference list, please refer directly to APA guidelines.

Books

The citation of books in a list of references should include the main title in italics. The citation of articles from books should first cite the title of the article and then the citation details of the book – including an acknowledgement of that books editor (ed.) or editors (eds.). If the book is a new or revised edition (i.e. Rev. ed.) this information should also be included.


**Journal Articles**

When citing journal articles in a list of reference the title of the article should remain non-italicized. The name of the journal is instead italicized. The main words of the primary title should be italicized—but any subtitles are generally not capitalized. The IJ-ELTS convention is to include a succinct reference to volume, edition and page numbers (e.g. 4, 1, 28-41).

If references are used from regular editions of a journal without an edition number then the date of publication should include the specific date of publication.


**Other Print Sources**:

**Government Document**

**Dissertation, Unpublished**


**Report from a Private Organization**


**Conference Proceedings**


**Electronic Sources**

The IJ-ELTS convention for electronic sources is to generally refer to the online site where an item or article can be accessed – i.e. ‘Available at URL. Where dating of access is relevant then the reference should be ‘Retrieved Month, Day, Year from URL’. Online academic journals should include the general information as for print journals followed by location online or date retrieved.

Author, I. (Date). Title of webpage. Website publisher or organization, Available at URL

